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Reviewing Your Comments

What were your initial thoughts
on the Bono resource?
Vincent:

The love of the Psalms brings people from different worlds together in a search for Truth. Moral relativism is a

danger in these secular times. It is a departure from the truth that Bono, Eugene Patterson and many people of faith see
as destructive. The psalmist expressed emotion without compromising truth. Contemporary art should do the same

o Iain added: The current secular debate surrounding ‘cancel culture’ is related to these same issues of
justice, honesty and truth. Perhaps art can help keep debate open and productive.
Valuscha:

Bono doesn’t show romanticized or exaggerated religious affiliation, but a simplicity and sincerity in faith.

This is inspiring. He has used his public platform to advocate this cause of the vulnerable

o Vincent added: New evangelisation requires us to change the methods we use to communicate our faith
without changing the message. Bono exemplifies this.
Iain:

Can lament, like that expressed in some psalms, be a bridge between faith and secular society today? Music may

be a way for us to process the individual and collective pain and trauma of the pandemic

o Dania added: Music is part of every religion in some way so it would be interesting to compare different
traditions of religious musical catharsis
Dania:

Radical honesty in worship requires vulnerability, but it leads us to deeper connection with God, which is what

God wants. How authentic are our current practices of worship?

Reviewing Your Comments

What were your initial thoughts
on the Pete Seeger resource?
Valuscha:

Seeger’s song is tribute to the power young people have to change the world. Greta Thunberg is a great

example of this. Both are inspirational for young people

o Vincent added: More inspirational examples: Malala Yousafzais, (advocate for equal access to education),
World Youth Day, Steubenville Toronto, Peter Tolias “I Can We Can”, Pope Francis. Young people are not
highly regarded in some cultures and need motivation. They should not be underestimated
o Dania added: The future lies with us, we are the ones through whom God speaks. We should encourage
activism for peace in young people from a young age
Vincent:

Seeger’s blessing of children mirrors passages in the Bible about valuing young people. Our faith, joy, curiosity

and discipleship should be ‘child-like’. The truth must be spoken passionately, even when we don’t want to hear it

Dania:

It was the people themselves who were Pete’s inspiration.

Giving the children a passport of human rights was a

powerful educational tool

o Iain added: Is activism something we inculcate in young people or does it emerge on its own? Should we
teach young people more, or listen to them more?
Iain:

How did Pete stay politically engaged yet kind and gentle his whole life? Have the words ‘conservative’ and ‘liberal’

become meaningless now? The idea of community song connects to the Psalms, which is a kind of ancient community
songbook.

Discussion Questions
Bono Thoughts?
o

What did you take away from this interview between Bono

and Eugene?
o

How do you see arts and religion intertwined in your own life?

o

The theme of honesty, dishonesty and raw emotional

expression is prominent throughout this clip, do you agree or
disagree that this should be a central part of worship?
o

Bono and Eugene call for all emotions, even anger to be

portrayed through our artistic forms of worship, what do you
think is the meaning/logic behind such an encouragement?

Discussion Questions
Pete Seeger Thoughts?
o

What message do you think Pete Seeger was trying to get

across when he sings “May you stay forever young”?
o

How are Bono and Pete similar in their expression of

emotions through song?
o

How do Pete’s lyrics mirror the teachings of faith

traditions?
o

What does holding a simplistic or ‘youthful/child-like’

perspective bring to the table when discussing some of the
serious issues we see today?

MUSIC & FAITH
HOW DO WE SEE MUSIC AND FAITH INTERACT IN
CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY?

“Religious believers have heard music as the voices of
gods and the cacophony of devils, praised it as the
purest form of spirituality, and condemned it as the
ultimate in sensual depravity; with equal enthusiasm
they have promoted its use in worship and sought to
eradicate it from both religious and secular life.”

Reference: https://www.encyclopedia.com/environment/encyclopedias-almanacstranscripts-and-maps/music-music-and-religion

We see music as a form
of worship across
many different
religious and cultural
experiences
“Through the centuries, priests,
monks, and other specialists have
sung the Christian masses,
Buddhist pūjās, Islamic calls to
prayer, Hindu sacrifices, etc.”

Reference: https://www.encyclopedia.com/environment/encyclopedias-almanacstranscripts-and-maps/music-music-and-religion

"The values, uses, and forms of religious music are
as diverse and culture-specific as the religious
traditions in which they are found.Yet music, like
religion, can transcend cultural limits; the religious
musical systems of Ethiopia and Tibet, for example,
differ almost as greatly from the secular musics of
their own respective cultures as the musics of
foreign countries. Religious musical systems may
also extend across cultural boundaries"

DOES RELIGIOUS MUSIC SERVE THE SAME
FUNCTION ACROSS DIFFERENT TRADITIONS?
IF SO, WHAT ARE THESE FUNCTIONS?

